YOU ARE BEING WATCHED
JUST DOESN'T KNOW BY WHOM

EXPLORE AND PLUNDER THE EERIE, SCARY AND CREEPY SOUNDS..

CINETOOLS PRESENTS
WILL DEFINITELY HELP YOU TO MAKE YOUR AUDIENCE
JUMP OUT OF THE CHAIR AND HIT THE CEILING...
EQUIPMENT LIST:

Rode NT1
Rode NT4
Rode NTG-3
Rode NTG-8
AKG C411PP
Neumann TLM102
Zoom H6 Handy Recorder
Zoom F8 Field Recorder
Tascam DR100MK3
Tascam DR-44WL
Adam A77X Monitors
Yamaha NS-40M Studio
Lexicon PCM70
Dynacord DDL12
Symetrix 525 Dual Gate Compressor Limiter
Yamaha SPX900
Waldorf Micro Q
Waldorf Rocket
Teenage Engineering OP1
Teenage Engineering PO-14 Sub
Roland SH201
Access Virus TI 2 Polar
Apogee Quartet
MacPro 8core

CONTENT:

100 Stingers

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:

Library Size: 497.4MB
Number of Files: 100
File Format: High Quality WAV
Sample Rate: 24bit / 96kHz
We are proudly present “Horrific Stingers” the fourth instalment in the exciting new HORROR Series from Cinetools - A suspense theme collection including mysterious and dark sounding tunes to build tension and suspicion in any scenes..

“Horrific Stingers” contains 497MB of content featuring 100 dark and creepy stinger sounds including shrilling metals to mysterious aquaphones, sinister stingers to ear-destroying piercers, bowed cymbals to horrific scrapes and scrchees, growing distortions to moaning metals and resonating ring brys and more..

Every sound was originally recorded at 24bit / 192kHz, designed and delivered in 24bit / 96kHz to ensure the highest quality for today’s cinematic production needs and were edited for instant use in your projects or creative processing. Recorded with Rode NTG-3, Rode NT4, Rode NTG-8, AKG C414, Zoom F8, Zoom H6, Sound Devices 722.

All of the samples have been pre-cleared and are 100% original & royalty-free for your use without any additional licensing fees. You can use these sound FX as they are or mix and match them with other elements from this collection to create your own ideas.

This horrific collection will find its place in your library as an indispensable reference point for your next horror movie, trailer, game, documentary, advertising or any kind of cinematic and multimedia project.

Leave the lights on at all night and don’t forget to put on headphones while listening the demo track, by the way..

About the Series:

Cinetools’ s best horror sound effects are collected here for the seven different HORROR edition each one has focused on their unique elements...suspenseful atmospheres, eerie soundscapes, monstrous and unearthly voices, mysterious subs, unnerving tensions and thrilling rises, paranormal transitions, climactic whooshes, creepy stingers, scary hits, terrifying shockers and more all of these combining dark, horrific and haunted sounds focused on pure fear!! Just find out missing parts and what you need to improve in your projects to become more horrific!. These editions offer an insight into the our other libraries.

DON’T miss to check out other products in this series;

- Creepy Subs & Low End Hits
- Ferocious Monsters & Spooky Voices
- Haunted Atmospheres
- Paranormal Transitions & Risers
- Scary Hits & Impacts
- Terrifying Shockers

Please note: All samples in this compact library are selected from the following Cinetools releases; Disturbia, Otherworld, Titanomachy and EON
OTHER PRODUCTS IN THE SERIES.

Creepy Subs & Low End Hits

Perfect balance between dark and intense, keeps you hooked from start to finish.
Cinetoools Presents
Will definitely help you to make your audience jump out of the chair and hit the ceiling...

Ferocious Monsters & Spooky Voices

Are you ready to feel the fear of facing down ferocious monsters and spooky voices?
Cinetoools Presents
Will definitely help you to make your audience jump out of the chair and hit the ceiling...

Haunted Atmospheres

You can't see them but they can see you...
Cinetoools Presents
Will definitely help you to make your audience jump out of the chair and hit the ceiling...

Paranormal Transitions and Risers

There are many doors but there is only one way out!
Cinetoools Presents
Will definitely help you to make your audience jump out of the chair and hit the ceiling...

Scary Hits & Impacts

Run for your life!
Cinetoools Presents
Will definitely help you to make your audience jump out of the chair and hit the ceiling...

Terrifying Shockers

Find a place to hide!
Cinetoools Presents
Will definitely help you to make your audience jump out of the chair and hit the ceiling...
SOME PHOTOS FROM OUR RECORDING SESSIONS!
SOME PHOTOS FROM OUR RECORDING SESSIONS!
SOME PHOTOS FROM OUR RECORDING SESSIONS!
SOME PHOTOS FROM OUR RECORDING SESSIONS!
LICENSE AGREEMENT

By downloading the library you accept the following license agreement:

LICENSE GRANT

This license is granted for a single user only (and is given on a worldwide basis). The license is non-exclusive and is granted for the full period of copyright protection and sound samples. No unlicensed use is permitted. All sounds and samples contained in this product are copyrights of Cinetools.

Cinetools allows you to use any of the sounds and samples in the library(s) you’ve purchased for the creation and production of commercial recordings, music, sound design, post production, or other content creation without paying any additional license fees. The Licensee may use the Sounds in combination with other sounds in music productions (which include soundtracks of such as films, video productions, radio/TV programs or commercials, computer games and multimedia presentations, library music), public performances, and other reasonable musical purposes within musical compositions.

The Licensee MAY NOT use the Sounds in isolation as sound effects (i.e. a sequence of musical events) to create sounds OR other content for any kind of virtual instrument, sample library, sample-based product, musical instrument, or competitive products that are sold or relicensed to multiple third parties. In these scenarios the Licensee must arrange an extension with Cinetools.

This license also forbids any unauthorized transfer, resale or any other form of re-distribution of this product, or its constituent sounds or programming, through any means, including but not limited to re-sampling, reverse engineering, de-compiling, remixing, processing, isolating, or embedding into software or hardware of any kind. You cannot electronically transfer the sound samples or place them in a time-sharing or service bureau operation or a computer/sampler network.

RIGHTS

Cinetools retains full copyright privileges and complete ownership of all recorded sounds, instrument programming, documentation and musical performances included within this product.

REFUNDS

Downloaded libraries can’t be returned, so we can’t provide refunds or exchanges - unless you have a faulty product. In this scenario, that product will be exchanged for the same product for a period of 30 days - PLEASE be aware that as soon as you’ve downloaded it, it can not be returned.

TERMS

This license agreement is effective from the moment the product is purchased or acquired by any means. The license will remain in full effect until termination by Cinetools. The license is terminated if you break any of the terms or conditions of this agreement, or request a refund for any reason. Upon termination you agree to destroy all copies and contents of the product at your own expense.

Licenses cannot be transferred or sold to another entity, without written consent of Cinetools.

By purchasing this product you agreed all the terms, conditions and limitations of use contained in this agreement.
THANK YOU!

Thank you for enjoying “Horrific Stingers” featuring 100 dark and creepy stinger sounds including shrilling metals to mysterious aquaphones, sinister stingers to ear-destroying piercers, bowed cymbals to horrific scrapes and screeches, growling distortions to moaning metals and resonating ring bys and more. If you have any questions or need anything at all, just let us know.

We’re always happy to hear from you.

Email: info@cine-tools.com

Thanks!
Cinetools Team